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Summary
Based in Norfolk Record Office, Change Minds engaged people living in North Norfolk on low incomes and with mental health conditions in an investigation of 19th Century case records from Norfolk County Asylum, which survived as St Andrew’s Hospital until closure in 1998. The project began
in June 2015 and ended in March 2018, after exhibitions in Norfolk, a celebration reception at the
House of Commons and a conference in Norfolk Record Office. A parallel research project with Norfolk and Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust examined Change Minds’ cost- and clinical-effectiveness as
a way of improving wellbeing for people with mental health conditions.
The project enabled disadvantaged people in rural Norfolk, carers and volunteers to research someone encountered in the Case Books, which were digitised so that they are now available for everyone online. Creative workshops led by local writer Martin Figura and artist Nora Gaston explored history and identity in a meeting of minds across the centuries. Trained by Norfolk Sound Archive, the
group made oral histories and a web archive of their research for deposit in Norfolk Record Office.
This evaluation and evaluation research undertaken by the University of East Anglia concludes that

Change Minds exceeded expectations in terms of its impact on participants, partners and the wider
archive and mental health community. Overall it has been a successful project that we hope can be
a model for similar projects to take place in other archives with comparable collections.

Left: One of the St Andrew’s Hospital Casebooks. Right: A patient at the Hospital
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Why Change Minds Was Created
Change Minds grew out of a conviction, shared by the partners, that a connection with local heritage
could play a real part in mental health recovery.
Change Minds was intended to have heritage, social and mental health outcomes, and as such
amalgamated its partners’ concerns. Norfolk Record Office is a heritage organisation with a social
purpose; it collects and preserves archives about the history of Norfolk and makes archives
accessible to the people of Norfolk and beyond. Together for Mental Wellbeing is a national mental
health charity with a social purpose; it works alongside people with mental health issues on their
journey towards fulfilling and independent lives. The Restoration Trust is a bridge organisation
linking all three outcomes, as it supports people with mental health issues to engage with heritage in
order to reduce social exclusion and improve people’s mental health.

Approved Purposes
The approved purposes were to:


Recruit a Project Manager and Project Officer to oversee project delivery, supported by a
creative workshop leader, evaluation consultant and designer.



Work with Norfolk Record Office to digitise two case books from the Norfolk County Asylum
archive, producing duplicates for research use.



Engage 32 charity users affected by mental health issues, four volunteers and nine carers or

charity staff, to be split into two cohorts across years one and two.


Deliver 15 sessions for each cohort, to include archival research, creative workshops, recording
oral histories with Norfolk Sound Archive, trips to Gressenhall Museum and a celebration event.



Develop a heritage exhibition to be shown at community venues such as The Forum in Norwich,
Belfry Arts Centre and Norfolk Record Office, with accompanying digital and printed materials.



Deposit oral histories with Norfolk Record Office, produce promotional materials and a CD
capturing project outcomes.



Hold a final celebration event for participants and associates at the House of Commons.
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We made agreed changes to the approved purposes when we reported in April 2017, as follows:


Extension of the project to the end of June 2018, enabling us to employ a freelance cocoordinator to help with the final exhibition and celebration; to create a template for delivering the
project which could be shared with other archives and mental health organisations; and to run an
archives and mental health conference to share the template and our research findings.

Above: A selection of artbooks created by participants.
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Project Aims
Aim

How we intended to achieve it

Heritage
Better

Public exhibitions at Norfolk venues, connecting the history of Norfolk County

interpreted and

Asylum with mental health today

explained

Set up a project website and social media, including a regular blog about

Better identified

sessions
Digitising two 19th Century Case Books from Norfolk Record Office’s

and recorded

Designated Collections
Recording oral histories of participants’ experiences on Change Minds

People
Develop skills

Participants skilled to carry out historical research

Learn about

Participants learning shared through exhibitions, publications and public

heritage

events
Learning about heritage makes a positive difference to the lives of people
who take part in Change Minds, including participants, volunteers, staff and

Change

carers
Participants from Cohort 1 progress to be volunteers for Cohort 2

attitudes and

Committed participants attend at least 15 sessions

behaviour
Have an

Mental health research data to show a shift towards improved mental health

enjoyable

as a result of taking part in the project

experience
Volunteer time

A number of people join the project as volunteers
Participants seek volunteering opportunities

Communities
More people

At least 32 people from North Norfolk who have mental health conditions and

and a wider

are on low income regularly attend Change Minds sessions

range engage
with heritage
The local
community is a

Visitors to exhibitions in North Norfolk libraries gain insight into living with
mental health conditions in the past and present

better place
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What Happened
Broadly, Change Minds followed the Activity Plan we submitted with our original application, with
agreed amendments.

Project Management
Project Board
The first step on securing the grant was to set up a Project Board representing partners and key
stakeholders, chaired by Laura Drysdale, Director of the Restoration Trust. Laura was also
appointed as the Project Manager. Board members included Gary Tuson, County Archivist; Jon
Kingham, Together North Norfolk manager; Sarah Hassan, Deputy Head of Service, Norfolk
Libraries; Dr Victoria Scaife, Senior Lecture in Social Psychology, University of East Anglia
Psychology Department; Dr Corinna Hackmann, Clinical Psychologist, Norfolk and Suffolk
Foundation Trust (NSFT); Amander Wellings, NSFT Inspire Patient and Public Involvement member;

Dr William Hughes, retired Psychiatrist and ex-NSFT Medical Director. When Cohort 1 was
underway, two participants joined the project board; Ute Thiemann and Georgina Brabender. Sadly
Ute Thiemann died in July 2017, and her place was later filled by Luke Money, a Cohort 2
participant. The Board met six times during the project, and continues to oversee Change Minds
Norwich, a legacy project funded by Norwich Charitable Trusts.

Research Group
We established a Research Group to run in parallel with the board and report to it, whose members
were Dr Scaife, Dr Hackmann, Amander Wellings, Jenny Gladstone (also NSFT Inspire) and Laura
Drysdale. The Research Group met six times to design and review quantitative and qualitative
research measures. NSFT’s input was a contribution in kind by the Trust and included the
involvement of Dr Hackmann and coverage of all NSFT Inspire members’ expenses such as fees for
attending interviews and meetings.
The Research Group selected evaluation research measures and methods and considered the
language and administration of questionnaires and focus groups from the service users’ point of
view. It also highlighted interim results that could be integrated into practice and discussed research
findings.
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Policies and Procedures
From the outset we did all we could to make Change Minds as safe as possible for everyone
involved by policies and procedures which conformed to legislation and best practice. Data
protection, communications and safeguarding were key issues where we set up policies in the
preparation phase, and put them into practice in our enrolment forms, partnership agreements and
employment contracts.
We amended policies and practice as we learned more about what worked, and as legislation and
contracts changed. We needed to be more explicit about our role because people increasingly
turned to us for wider support after Together’s services were cut in April 2017.

Duty of Care
Change Minds aimed to improve the health and wellbeing of people who have mental health
problems. It was not a mental health service. Although staff had a duty of care to participants, to

behave sensibly and kindly, and to record and share any concerns, Change Minds staff and
volunteers did not provide wider support. Contact with participants was related to the project; issues
with housing, money, safeguarding or physical and mental health are referred to their Support
Organisation. We maintained these boundaries in order that participants could enjoy Change Minds
without feeling that they might be treated as patients or clients. It was also an important safety
measure since mental health risk was assessed and managed by Together.

Left: Creative workshop with Nora Gaston. Right: Bookbinding with Senior Conservator Nick Sellwood
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The Heritage Asset
The Records
We planned to use late 19th Century case records from Norfolk County Asylum (latterly St Andrew’s
Hospital) as the heritage foundation upon which to build social and mental health outcomes. This
collection of over 800 items details the construction and administration of the hospital, and the rich
series of patient records shed a fascinating light on the lives of Norfolk people. Male and Female
Case Books, 1846 - 1888, (Ref SAH 259 – 272) describe patients on admission, noting

demographics, height, weight and medical history and then detail observations, treatment and,
frequently, recovery and discharge. Many records have patient admission and discharge
photographs, powerfully evoking the connection with people in the past at the heart of Change
Minds. The records had been consulted on average 108 times between 2010 and 2015; however we
felt that they had enormous and untapped potential to engage and inspire. The project proved us
right.
In the event we used two case books covering the period September 1881 to September 1884.
These were both digitised, so that surrogate copies could be used freely by participants, staff and
the general public. The original documents continued to be an important resource. They could be
browsed in the Glass Cube room that was installed in the Search Room in 2017, they were
displayed in pop-up exhibitions in the Long Gallery, and we brought them out for public workshops.
As the group’s confidence in handling original documents grew, we introduced other documents
from the St Andrew’s Hospital collection. A fascinating edition of plans became a core document, as
it provided accurate basic information for one participant to develop a 3D reconstruction of Norfolk
County Asylum as it might have been in the 1880s. The folio-sized watercolour plans were displayed

in our pop-up exhibitions at the end of each cohort, and as it was having quite a lot of use, the whole
document was digitised by Norfolk Record Office.
Other original documents that were fruitful resources included the Medical Superintendent’s notes,
Chronic Case Records (male and female) and Admission Registers. In some instances participants
could track a particular patient through the Case Books in previous and subsequent admissions to
the Asylum, or could find relatives who had been noted in the case record they were studying as
also having been patients at the Asylum.
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Improving Management of the Heritage Asset
We planned to widen access by mounting two Case Books online, in order to reach visitors to our
project website, and through that to Norfolk Record Office’s website. Creating surrogate copies for
use during sessions and in public events was intended to reduce excess handling the originals when
demand increased as a result of the project. We undertook to publicise the records through events,

online, and in our media communications to raise public, professional and political interest.

Locations
In preparing to deliver Change Minds, we secured all the venues we planned to use. Norfolk Record
Office’s Green Room was the project’s base. Close to the entrance to the Archive Centre, this room
is designated for public activities and can be set up with tables and chairs in a range of
configurations. People can eat and drink there, and toilets and comfortable break out spaces are
nearby. Belfry Arts Centre in Overstrand was the proposed venue for creative workshops and was
intended to be a local cultural facility that participants in North Norfolk could maintain a connection
with after the project finished. We used the Belfry for Cohort 1, but when it became unavailable for
Cohort 2, we shifted creative workshops to Oddfellows Hall in Sheringham and Norfolk Record
Office’s Green Room.

Norfolk Record Office
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Staff and Consultants
Appointment of Consultants
We moved quickly to appoint consultants, as we had already discussed the project with them before
we were awarded the grant. Dr Scaife was appointed as our Evaluation Researcher, by contract with
the University of East Anglia. Starfish Ltd were contacted as our Designers, and they created our
brand identity and website, as well as designing our exhibition and publications. We also contracted
the creative facilitators we wanted to engage in the project, Martin Figura, a poet and Nora Gaston,
a visual artist, and they worked with us from start to finish of Change Minds.

Appointment of the Coordinator
Helen Sabberton was appointed as our Coordinator and took up her post in June 2015, employed by
Norfolk Record Office on the Restoration Trust’s behalf to work 15 hours per week. The job was
advertised by Norfolk County Council, and 6 candidates were interviewed by a panel including the
partners and our NSFT Inspire members. The person specification was clear that mental health
expertise was essential, while archival skills were desirable. We felt that Norfolk Record office could
supply archival skills and back-up, but not the mental health expertise that we needed in order to
ensure participants’ safety and wellbeing. Helen is a mental health professional with many years of
experience supporting local people with complex needs.
Helen was line managed by Gary Tuson and reported to Laura Drysdale for professional guidance.
When Helen went on maternity leave after Cohort 1 had been through the project in June 2016, the
role was filled by David Pullin, also a mental health professional. David Pullin’s contract was
extended to the end of December so that he could work alongside Helen when she returned from
leave in July 2017, as we needed extra help during our final exhibition phase. Helen’s contract was
extended until the end of March 2018, in order to support delivery of our Good Practice Guide and
Archives and Mental Health conference.
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Involvement of Norfolk Record Office Staff
Certain Norfolk Record Office staff worked closely with Change Minds. County Archivist Gary Tuson
welcomed the groups to the Record Office, took groups on tours, and participated in sessions and
events. Senior Archivist Jonathan Draper led oral history sessions and accessioned oral histories.
Senior Conservator Nick Sellwood ran popular document handling and bookbinding workshops and
installed pop-up exhibitions at Norfolk Record Office. Dylan Read digitised case books and other

documents from the St Andrew’s Hospital records collection. Orla Kennelly and Chris Tracy, both at
the time Archive Assistants at Norfolk Heritage Centre, contributed to research and oral history sessions, with Orla also undertaking one to one next-steps interviews with participants at the end of Cohort 2 in her new role as a Community Librarian.
Search Room staff showed people
how to use the Search Room and
research records, and Operations
staff such as the Receptionists and
administrators welcomed people,
and helped with passes, room
bookings and other essentials to
smooth running.

Right: Cohort 1, Oral History Session with Senior Archivist Jonathan
Draper.

Involvement of Together North Norfolk Staff
Participants were supported to attend by Together North Norfolk Wellbeing Workers and Peer
Support Workers, some of whom became very involved in the project as a whole. The team
manager Jon Kingham was our core partner and had been from Change Minds’ conception. He
remained at the heart of project decision-making and we liaised with him about everything to do with
participant wellbeing.
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Volunteers
Three volunteers helped with Change Minds sessions over the years. Elizabeth Figura Drane was a
Heritage Lottery Fund Skills for the Future trainee at Norfolk Record Office and supported Cohort 1;
she went on to take up a full-time post at The Forum, Norwich. Natasha Winton and Maggie Simmons worked with Cohort 2.

Peer Volunteers
We had proposed that members of Cohort 1 would become volunteers for Cohort 2. However, after
advice from Dr Hughes, we decided that this was confusing for Cohort 2 participants, who would
also not have that opportunity themselves, and it placed too great a burden on Cohort 1 members
who preferred to continue with their own research and creativity and with their own group of friends.
We needed to keep in touch with Cohort 1 participants so that they could re-join the sessions in our
final exhibition phase from July to December 2017, so we set up monthly meetings for them, based
at Norfolk Record Office. These ran from July 2016 to June 2017.

As above, three participants have been or are members of the Project Board, so volunteer at that
level of the project. Two participants from Cohort 1 are now volunteering with our successor project
Change Minds Norwich (January – December 2018).

Training in Mental Health and Heritage for Staff and Volunteers
Mental Health Awareness and Good Clinical Practice
In addition to the training for participants delivering through the sessions, we offered staff and
volunteers basic mental health and research training, sufficient for their engagement with the project.
Norfolk Record Office staff were given a mental health awareness briefing by Jon Kingham and
Helen Sabberton, both of whom are mental health professionals. This took place in September
2015. Norfolk Record Office, Together and Restoration Trust staff attended certificated Good Clinical
Practice GCP training as we were engaged in clinical research. This was delivered by Norfolk and
Suffolk Foundation Trust in July 2015.
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Archive Skills
As the Coordinator is not an archivist she spent some time before participants joined the project
learning basic archive skills such as handling documents, using the search room and online
resources. The same applied to David Pullin, and he too gained basic archive skills with the support
of Norfolk Record Office staff.

Heritage and Wellbeing
Oral history training was provided in house by Jonathan Draper, so we used the allocated budget to
send our volunteer Natasha Winton to the Churches Conservation Trust Health and Heritage
conference in March 2017.

Above: Researching case books in the Search Room at Norfolk Record Office.
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Participant Engagement

Left: Visit to Norwich Castle Shire Hall Study Centre. Right: Coordinator David Pullin and Change
Minds participants recording ‘Henry’ in North Elmham Church.

Participants
All our participants were clients of Together in North Norfolk. Participants’ diagnoses were not recorded as part of Change Minds documentation or research, although all participants met Together
for Mental Wellbeing’s eligibility criteria for housing related community support and complex needs
services for people aged 18 and over in Norfolk, as commissioned by Norfolk County Council from
2014 – 2018 (a new contract began in March 2018). Community support clients may have been temporarily admitted to a mental health hospital. Complex needs clients have severe mental illness. The
Department of Health has defined people with 'severe mental illness' as individuals who:
● are diagnosed as suffering from mental illness (typically schizophrenia or a severe affective disorder)
● are substantially disabled because of their illness
● are currently displaying florid symptoms or are suffering from a chronic, enduring condition

● having suffered recurring crises leading to frequent admissions/interventions
● may at times present significant risk to their own safety or that of others
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During the course of Change Minds participants who are otherwise very isolated by poor mental
health and poverty connected with each other, and some formed significant friendships. Major life
events took place during Change Minds; one participant had a baby and tragically another died, of
causes unrelated to her mental health. In some ways Ute Thiemann’s death affirmed the links that
had grown up between people, as her loss was deeply felt by her friends who nevertheless
maintained their connection to Change Minds.
No one who was a committed member of the project was admitted to hospital during Change Minds,
although one person became suicidal after the project finished and, having disclosed her state of
mind to one of our volunteers, was subsequently admitted.

Recruitment and Enrolment
Participants were enrolled through contact with their Together support workers, followed up where
possible by a meeting with the Coordinator. Our recruitment leaflet was designed in collaboration

with NSFT Inspire members so that it would be as clear and informative as possible, and also to
alleviate anxiety about doing something entirely new. The enrolment form including consent for
information sharing, photography and communications, as well as information about the participant
and a wellbeing plan.

Left: Cohort 2 creative writing workshop with Martin Figura. Right: Cohort 2 visit to Gressenhall Farm
and Workhouse.
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Change Minds Sessions
In all fifty-five sessions were held, over four distinct phases. This was substantially in excess of our
proposed 35 sessions.
Phase 1 October 2015 to June 2016. Eighteen sessions for Cohort 1, including running two
workshops at a Mental Health Conference in March 2016.
Phase 2 September 2016 to June 2017. Nineteen sessions for Cohort 2, including running
workshops at a Heritage Open Day and a Creativity and Wellbeing Week Open Day, an extra ses-

sion when Norman Lamb MP visited the project, and two sessions where both cohorts took part because there was a special creative and bookbinding workshop.
Phase 3 July 2017 to December 2017. Fifteen sessions for a group consisting of people from
both cohorts. These sessions including workshops at a Heritage Open Day and also involved
preparing for and running our exhibition, editing publications, and our celebration visit to the House
of Commons.
Phase 4 January 2018 to March 2018. Four sessions for a group of people from both cohorts

preparing for and contributing to our Archives and Mental Wellbeing Conference on 15th March and
attending the Restoration Trust Thinkathon on 13th March 2018.
Each cohort followed a broadly similar session plan, constructed as three terms with five core
sessions in each term. The first term was an introduction to the Record Office and began the
process of research into the case record of an individual patient from the St Andrew’s Hospital case
books. The second term was focussed on creativity, with creative writing and art workshops led by
Martin Figura and Nora Gaston. The third term included oral history recordings, a visit to Gressenhall
Museum and creation of a pop-up exhibition displayed in Norfolk Record Office’s Long Gallery. The
final session was a celebration, with certificates awarded by a senior figure in the County Council;
Cohort 1 had Jenifer Holland, who was then Director of Communities, while Cohort 2 had Baron
Michael Chenery, who is Chair of the Health and Social Care Scrutiny Committee and ex-Chair of
the Records Committee.
As the project evolved, session plans changed to reflect participant feedback, and to draw on more
available skills and resources than we had originally planned. Our annual visit to Gressenhall
Museum was complimented by one to the Norfolk Museums Shire Hall Study Centre, where the

group met Curator Ruth Battersby Tooke, and saw collections related to St Andrew’s Hospital and
the history of mental health treatment in Norfolk.
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Bookbinding workshops led by Nick Sellwood, Senior Conservator at Norfolk Record Office, proved
so popular that we ran them three times. We involved artist Nora Gaston in an additional day’s workshop during our Phase 3 residency at Oddfellows Hall in Sheringham at the end of November 2017.
Participants’ feedback noted how difficult many people found the ending of Change Minds. Therefore Cohort 1 were supported to meet monthly during the next year while Cohort 2 was underway.
We also introduced one to one next steps interviews with a Community Librarian for Cohort 2
participants and Cohort 1 members who remained with the project. These were intended to allow
people to explore the kinds of things they might be interested in doing next, with the Librarian feeding back a bespoke programme of local learning and volunteering opportunities. Unfortunately the
Librarian then changed jobs so the results did not come through until March 2018.
Sessions were routinely held on Thursday mornings from 10-10.30am until 1.30-2pm, though that
was subject to change when a session was programmed to last for a full day. They took place
fortnightly, with breaks for half terms and school holidays.

Creative Workshops
Creative workshops in Term 2 were supposed to be held in North Norfolk, in order to connect people
with a local cultural resource. Cohort 1 used the Belfry Arts Centre in Overstrand as intended, but
the Belfry underwent some management changes which meant it was not available for Cohort 2.
Instead Cohort 2 used the Green Room at Norfolk Record Office and Oddfellows Hall in
Sheringham. Although using Norfolk Record Office increased our transport costs, it affirmed
people’s familiarity with the venue and meant that they could continue with their research if they did
not want to engage with creative activity. Oddfellows Hall was better maintained than the Belfry and
was more accessible by public transport.
In creative writing sessions Martin Figura led discussions about what makes a good poem, and how
sources like our case records could be used. He then worked alongside people to draw out their
response to the story of the person who had been a patient in the asylum in the 1880s, and to the
language used by medical staff in the case record.

Artwork sessions led by Nora Gaston used collage and a range of materials to make art books of
concertinaed paper. Once again, the group used the case records as resources for imaginative
responses.
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Mental Health Sessions
There were some interesting mental health sessions. One was led by Dr William Hughes, retired
NSFT Medical Director, who had been in charge of closing St Andrews Hospital in the 1990s, and
worked on the wards when he first came to Norfolk in the 1970s. Dr Bohdan Solomka, who is the
current NSFT Medical Director, joined us for an extraordinary encounter, where he reflected on the
difference between his role and that of the Medical Superintendent of Norfolk County Asylum, and

on the changing power dynamic between psychiatrists and patients. Participants spoke vividly about
their own use of mental health services, and how they felt about their treatment.
In November, during the run up to our exhibition, Cedric Anselin, an ex-Norwich City footballer who
is now a mental health ambassador for Norfolk County Council, visited the project and discussed the
impact of mental illness, sharing experiences with participants. Cedric was due to open our exhibition on 20th November, but unfortunately he was unwell on the day and could not come.
Our Patron Norman Lamb MP spent two hours meeting participants, seeing the records and talking
about the project on 11th October 2016. This was the foundation for our reception at the House of
Commons in December 2017.

Visits
Change Minds had two programmed visits to Gressenhall Museum, in May 2016 and May 2017.
Although the visits were demanding for participants and support workers, they went well. Curator
Megan Dennis introduced people to the museum and showed the group objects from St Andrews

Hospital. People then visited the new workhouse displays, had lunch in the restaurant and spent the
afternoon touring the farm and workhouse buildings.
In March 2017 both groups visited Norfolk Museums Shire Hall Study Centre. Curator Ruth
Battersby Tooke showed the group artefacts such as the fascinating sampler made by Lorena
Bulwer when a patient in Great Yarmouth Workhouse, as well as Strong Shirts and male and female
costume from St Andrew’s Hospital. The visit was joined by Martin Figura and Nora Gaston, so it
fed directly into that term’s creative workshops.

The group visited the St Andrew’s Hospital site twice, exploring the landscape that is now Broadland
Business Park, discovering derelict buildings such as the Mortuary and Annex on the South side,
and walking around the carefully tended grounds of the main hospital, which is now private flats.
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Events
We originally planned to run two major events; firstly, a Preview of our final exhibition at The Forum,
Norwich, and secondly a Reception at the House of Commons. Both of those did take place, but we
also put on extra public events.

Mental Health Conference June 2016
On 15th June 2016 we ran a two well-received workshops for health and social care professionals at

a Mental Health Conference held by Norfolk Social Services. Delegates heard about the project from
staff, researchers and participants, and read surrogate copies of the case records, reflecting on how
the stories of the people therein related to their own experience as mental health professionals. This
created a dialogue between participants and professionals which gave participants confidence in
their knowledge and ability to speak about Change Minds, and it also raised Change Minds’ profile in
the mental health and social care arena.

Heritage Open Days September 2016, September 2017
We then ran similar Heritage Open Days workshops in September 2016 and 2017 for members of
the general public, which proved very popular, as did a similar workshop in Creativity and Wellbeing
Week 15th June 2017. These workshops had the benefit of access to the original case books, which
were displayed in the Glass Cube room at Norfolk Record Office.

Change Minds Exhibition Preview November 2017
Our Preview Event for our exhibition Change Minds: archives and mental health was held at The

Forum on Monday 20th November and was attended by some 70 invited guests. Participants and
volunteers found sponsoring donors for drinks and nibbles, including local craft beers, local wine and
720 packets of local manufacturer Kettle’s Crisps. Liz Ellis, the Heritage Lottery Fund Policy Adviser
for Diversity and Social Inclusion gave a positive speech, the Sherriff of Norwich did the same, and
Gary Tuson and Laura Drysdale said a few words. Georgina Brabender and Laura were interviewed
on Radio Norfolk and Future Radio, and many participants brought their families and friends along;
everyone felt part of something special.
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Change Minds Research Seminar November 2017
On Wednesday 22nd November we ran a Change Minds research seminar at The Forum, Norwich.
This was integrated with the Norfolk Arts Forum annual conference on Creative Health: building alliances for social change. Conference delegates, who were predominantly arts professionals, could
attend the afternoon workshop as part of their ticket, so that they could visit the exhibition on the
ground floor and then hear about the health and wellbeing research in the Vernon Castle Room upstairs in the Millennium Library. There were presentations by Dr Scaife and her colleagues, Amander
Wellings, Jon Kingham, Georgina Brabender and Jonathan Yull, Gary Tuson and Laura Drysdale.

Visit to the Parliamentary Archives and Reception December 2017
Our trip to the House of Commons on 4th December 2017 was a day to remember. We hired a coach
to make the long journey from North Norfolk to London and back, which meant that some people
had to leave home at 6 am and did not return until 10pm. It was a major achievement for

participants, among whom there are people with severe anxiety about travelling, who are wheelchair
users, and who are wary of authority and the state. During the day we visited the Parliamentary
Archives, where we were shown round the archive and viewed records associated with mental
health. After a picnic lunch in Westminster Hall, we held our Reception hosted by Norman Lamb MP
at Portcullis House.
There were speeches by Isobel Hunter, then
Head of Archives Sector Development at the
National Archives, Georgina Brabender,

Change Minds participant and project board
member, Laura Drysdale, Change Minds
project manager, Cashain David, Deputy
Director Together for Mental Wellbeing and
Norman Lamb MP.
Attendees included Lord Alan Howarth, Chair
of the All Party Parliamentary Group on Arts

and Heath and Chloe Smith, MP for Norwich.
Unfortunately the HLF Trustee we had invited

Above: Change Minds members on a tour of
the Parliamentary Archives

was unable to attend.
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Change Minds Archives and Mental Wellbeing Conference March 2018
On 15th March 2018, we ran a conference about Change Minds at Norfolk Record Office, on
Archives and Mental Wellbeing. This was designed for archive professionals, and was fully
subscribed, with archivists coming from Scotland, Wales and many English record offices. Fifty three
delegates were joined by twenty one Change Minds participants, staff, volunteers and consultants.
We launched our Good Practice Guide, now available to download on our website. Presentations in
the morning on Change Minds and its strategic and medical context were followed by afternoon
workshops focussing on particular aspects of the project, such as project management, research,
creativity, participant engagement. The conference agreed that we should take the next steps
towards creating a national Change Minds programme further testing our model and in order to
support archives to use their collections for mental health and wellbeing.

Above: Caroline Sampson, Development Manager at the National Archives speaking at the conference
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Exhibitions
During the course of Change Minds we ran a series of exhibitions, rather than the single culminating
display we had originally planned.

Pop-Up Exhibitions Norfolk Record Office June to September 2016, and 2017
At the end of Cohorts 1 and 2, so from June to September 2016 and 2017, the group created pop-up
exhibitions that were displayed in Norfolk Record Office’s Long Gallery. The controlled environment

of the secure showcases meant that we were able to display research, artwork and poetry alongside
the original case books and hospital plans. Initially the Long Gallery was only viewed by visitors to
Norfolk Record Office and East Anglian Film Archive. However in 2017 the Norwich Registration
Office was moved into the Archive Centre, and as a result many more people and a wider range of
people could see the Cohort 2 exhibition.

Change Minds: Change Minds: Archives, Art and Mental Health Exhibition, The
Forum, November 2017
Our final exhibition, which was displayed at The Forum in Norwich from 20 – 23rd November, was
demanding to curate, design, edit, install, invigilate and dismantle. The whole display occupied a
segment of The Forum, and while we were there no other groups were exhibiting, which meant that
Change Minds was accessible to some 5000 people per day visiting the UKs most popular library.
We estimate that 1000 people spent dedicated time visiting the exhibition.
The display’s main ingredient was 20 mounted panels. These told the story of the project as a
whole, replicated original case records, and reproduced artwork and creative writing. In addition
each participant’s work on Change Minds was represented by individual panels, highlighting the
patient who they had researched, the results of their investigations, their thoughts on the process,
and their creative work. Artefacts made by participants were also displayed, for example an
embroidered quilt with logos of all the partner organisations as well as symbolic representations of
the Change Minds group and patients from the Asylum. A listening post meant that visitors could
hear oral history clips and songs written and sung by participants, and a space for people to write
their own reflections on mental health treatment then and now was well used.
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We used a large TV screen to run the 3D Walk Through of St Andrew’s Hospital as it would have
been in the 1880s, and visitors were fascinated by this, many commenting on how it evoked their
own experience of being in a 19th century asylum building, whether as patient, visitor or staff. The
exhibition was invigilated by group members seated at a large table in the centre of the exhibition,
where they had access to books about asylums and the history of mental health. They talked to
visitors, many of whom were keen to tell their own stories. We met people who had been patients at
the hospital when it was still open, others who had been staff, people who had researched their
family histories and traced it back to St Andrews Hospital, people who had been in hospitals
elsewhere. We met health and social care students and staff, doctors, historians, artists and
musicians, and people who wandered into the exhibition and found themselves fascinated by the
stories it told.

Above: Still from 3D Reconstruction of St Andrew’s Hospital—Norfolk Lunatic Asylum
The video is available to view online at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PswV2-cKSq4
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Above: Change Minds: Archives, Art and Mental Health
exhibition preview at The Forum, Norwich.

Left: Artwork on display at The Forum, Norwich. Right: An exhibition panel telling the story of
Change Minds.
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Change Minds Exhibition at Oddfellows Hall, Sheringham, November 2017
The exhibition was transported to Oddfellows Hall in Sheringham for Change Minds’ final week. We
had intended to open the display to the public, but by now people were tired of public engagement
and wanted to affirm the group more privately. We installed the exhibition and Nora Gaston ran a
closed creative workshop. After a shared lunch, each person received their bespoke archival boxes
made at Norfolk Record Office, complete with their own boxed artbook, poetry book, Change Minds
postcards, exhibition and event flyers, a poster and memory stick. It was an appropriate ending for
the main project.

Touring Exhibition
Since January 2018 a selection of panels and a banner have been shown at libraries in North
Norfolk. So far the exhibition has been seen at Cromer, Sheringham, North Walsham, and
Wroxham libraries. It has also been displayed at a Rethink Art and the Mind exhibition at The Forum

in Norwich 9 – 11 February 2018, and at the University of East Anglia Psychology Solutions
research event in June 2018.

Left: Change Minds touring exhibition at Sheringham Library. Right: Cromer Library.
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Publications and Presentations
We committed to produce a Change Minds book and e-book, but as the project evolved publication
took a rather different form.

Change Minds Archive Box
Norfolk Record Office has a laser cutting box making machine that creates bespoke archival boxes.
We commissioned 50 boxes, of which 25 were kept for participants and group members, and 25

sent to major stakeholders. Each box, etched with Change Minds, contained a book of poetry written
by participants in our workshops with Martin Figura, a Change Minds poster from the exhibition, a
number of postcards, exhibition and event flyers. A memory stick was loaded with all the exhibition
panels and banners, a digital 3D tour of St Andrews Hospital created by a participant, songs
composed and sung by participants, and oral history clips recorded by participants. Participants
boxes included an inner box with a unique bespoke box, sized specifically to house their own art
book, made in our workshops with Nora Gaston.

Change Minds Creative Writing
The hard copy Change Minds Creative Writing book was designed to look fittingly like a standard
poetry publication and contains creative writing by all participants.

E-publication
As for an e-book, an exhibition tab on the Change Minds website includes all the same elements –
except for the bespoke box.

Good Practice Guide
Our Good Practice Guide, launched at our conference in March 2018, is also available as a PDF on
our website. The Guide reflects what we have learned from running Change Minds. It covers: project
initiation; communications and media; contracts and job descriptions; risk management and
safeguarding; enrolment and sessions; resources; research. It is intended to be a comprehensive
tool for others to use in planning similar projects, and in applying for funding to do so. It is appended
to this report.
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Above: An exhibition panel including Casebook research and artwork by a
Change Minds participant.
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Professional Publications and Presentations
During Change Minds partners, staff and volunteers have presented Change Minds in various fora.
County Archivist Gary Tuson gave presentations at Norfolk Arts Forum Wellbeing Conference,
Norwich Castle, 19th May 2016, and Archives Unlocked Conference, York, 19th September 2017.
He also spoke at the Change Minds Research Seminar and Archives and Mental Wellbeing

Conference as above.
Project Manager Laura Drysdale published Change Minds case studies in the RSA Networked
Heritage online publication November 2016, and in the All Party Parliamentary Group on Arts and
Health Inquiry, March 2017. She also spoke at the Change Minds Research Seminar and Archives
and Mental Wellbeing Conference as above.
Volunteer Elizabeth Figura Drane presented a poster on Change Minds at the Archives and Records
Association Conference, 31st August 2016 and also at Discovering Collections, Discovering
Communities, National Archives 10- 12 October 2016.

Communications and Media
Website
Change Minds’ website has become an essential record of the project for everyone involved, and
also for people who are interested in archives, asylums, creativity and mental health. Professionally
designed by Nick Stone of Starfish Ltd, it has pages dedicated to sessional news, currently blogged
by volunteer Natasha Winton. It includes timetables, an online version of our exhibition, PDFs and
transcriptions of the case records that are our source material, and our Good Practice Guide. It is
also where people can find out about Change Minds as a whole and its partners and funders, as
well as useful relevant resources such as websites and publications and any press about the
project. See Appendix 3 for visit analysis.

Social Media
Change Minds has active Twitter and Facebook accounts, also currently run by Natasha Winton.
These link with the website. See Appendix 3 for visit analysis.
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Communications and media

Above: Eastern Daily Press article about Change Minds—15th July 2017.

Press
We have been well supported by the Eastern Daily Press, who have a strong focus on local mental
health issues. Tara Greaves wrote a feature published on 12th July 2016, and Geraldine Scott wrote
another on 15th July 2017. Sophie Wyllie featured Change Minds and our exhibition on 20th
November 2017.
Norfolk County Council Press Office has helpfully issued press releases about Change Minds, and
that also generated interest from Radio Norfolk and Future Radio, who interviewed us in connection
with the exhibition. Norfolk County Council also featured Change Minds in the Summer 2017 edition
of Your Norfolk of Summer 2017, a publication for Norfolk residents that is distributed to 800,000
households.
During Mental Health Awareness Week on 21st May 2018, the National Archives blog was on using
archives to improve mental wellbeing and was all about Change Minds. It was written by National
Archives Strategic Engagement Manager Dr Beth Brunton.
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Evaluation Research
Change Minds was intended to be a pilot project into the efficacy of using asylum records for mental
health, so it was essential that we had a robust evaluation strand. Essentially this fell into two
categories. Project staff – the Project Manager and Coordinator – collected data about attendance,
visitor numbers and so on, for reporting outcomes at that level. Our appointed Evaluation Research
consultant, Dr Scaife, reported in more depth on the impact of Change Minds’ on participants health
and wellbeing. It was this research in particular that was reviewed and managed by the Research
Group and the Project Board.
Dr Scaife produced a detailed evaluation report which is appended. The report describes the
quantitative and qualitative research methods deployed, notes how active learning during the project
meant that we adapted in response to feedback from participants and staff, and identifies the
outcomes for participants in terms of Heritage Lottery Fund aims for people (skills, learning,
changes, enjoyable experience, volunteering).
Research found that participants:


had an enjoyable experience: intellectually, and in terms of warmth and humour



formed friendships and groups that were supportive: emotionally and practically



had an interesting experience – getting to know ‘their’ person, using record office and other
historical resources, visiting related historical sites



developed strongly increased appetites to know more about history and to be more involved in
related research



developed/practiced historical research and creative/artistic skills



developed confidence across a range of domains: historical and creative areas, transport,
interacting with others, being in groups



developed a stronger sense of place/purpose e.g. feelings of belonging, ownership and shared
pride linked to the physical environment of the Record Office



made a useful contribution to the future development of Change Minds and wanted to continue to
do so.
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Evaluation Methodology
A mixed-method social psychological approach was used. This incorporated questionnaire based
(quantitative and qualitative) and focus group based investigations. For all phases of the research
the sample was opportunistic (based on availability and willingness to take part). Final samples for
Cohort 1 and Cohort 2 consisted of males and females with a history of diagnosed of mental health
conditions all attending Norfolk Record Office at the time of data collection.
Questionnaires were administered by the researchers at four key time points over the course of the
Change Minds project, as follows: TIME 1 (Cohort 1 start of term 1), TIME 2 (Cohort 1 end of term
3), TIME 3 (Cohort 2 start of term 1), TIME 4 (Cohort 2 end of term 3)
Two professional focus groups examining professional’s perceptions of Change Minds were
conducted: one at the end of term 3 for Cohort 1 professionals, and one at the end of term 3 for
Cohort 2 professionals. 2 professionals attended both, but otherwise samples were different.

An informal participant feedback group was conducted at the end of term 3 for Cohort 1 participants
(this was a separate area of Change Minds activity). A formal participant focus group examining
participants’ perceptions of Change Minds was conducted at the end of term 3 for Cohort 2.
This research is not entirely complete. In July and August 2018, Dr Scaife is carrying out postproject focus groups with Change Minds participants from Cohort 2 and those who continued to be
involved with the project in the final exhibition phase to March 2018.

Archiving Outputs
We committed to maintaining digital outputs for five years after the end of the project, and this will
continue until 2022. The digitised case books are accessible through the Change Minds website.
Some case-record specific exhibition panels have been returned to participants, while others have
been kept for continued exhibition. Artefacts created by participants have been returned to them, as
have CDs of each person’s oral history recordings, and clips used in the exhibition and online. The
project archive as a whole is being collected and managed by Norfolk Record Office. Dr Scaife’s
evaluation report has been published online and at conferences.
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Timeline of Major Highlights
2015
May/June/July
- Grant received, Project Board and Research Group initiated
- Project manager, consultants and volunteer appointed
- 2 Case Books digitised
- Coordinator Helen Sabberton appointed and begins work
August/September
- Website and publicity material launched
- Cohort 1 participants recruited
- Mental health awareness and Good Clinical Practice training
October/December
- Cohort 1 research sessions at Norfolk Record Office
- Baseline evaluation research

Left: Cohort 1 visit to St Andrew’s Hospital annexe building. Right: Main building.
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2016
January/March
- Cohort 1 creative sessions at Belfry Arts Centre Overstrand
- Workshops at Norfolk Social Services Mental Health conference
April/June
- Evaluation research focus group for staff and volunteers
- Cohort 1 oral history sessions at Norfolk Record Office, visit to Gressenhall Museum and
Workhouse, final celebration
- Evaluation research focus group and questionnaire for participants
- Cohort 1 members join Project Board
June/August
- Coordinator goes on maternity leave, role covered by freelancer David Pullin
- Pop-up exhibition in Norfolk Record Office Long Gallery
- Monthly meetings of Cohort 1 participants
- Cohort 1 visit to St Andrew’s Hospital site
- Change Minds Cromer self-funded 10 session programme at Cromer Library delivered by NRO
Archives Assistants, continuing to November 2016
- Cohort 2 participants recruitment, to September
- Two volunteers recruited for Cohort 2, Natasha Winton and Maggie Simmonds
September/December
- Cohort 2 research sessions at Norfolk Record Office

- Cohort 1 Baseline evaluation research
- Heritage Open Day workshops at Norfolk Record Office
- Volunteer Elizabeth Figura-Drane leaves to take up position with The Forum Trust
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2017
January/March
- Cohort 2 creative sessions at Oddfellows Hall Sheringham and Norfolk Record Office
March/June
- Cohort 1 and 2 Visit to St Andrews Hospital site, visit to Norfolk Shire Hall Study Centre
- Cohort 2 Oral history sessions at Norfolk Record Office, visit to Gressenhall Museum and Workhouse, final celebration
- Cohort 2 Evaluation research focus group for participants, questionnaire
July/September
- Pop-up exhibition at Norfolk Record Office
- Coordinator returns from maternity leave.
- Heritage Open Day workshops at Norfolk Record Office
- Next steps interviews with Community Librarian
October/December
- Norwich Charitable Trusts award funding for Change Minds Norwich
- Norfolk Archives and Heritage Development Foundation awards funding for three Change Minds
workshops
- Research Seminar for Norfolk Arts Forum conference attendees
- The Forum Exhibition preview, press and public opening
- Oddfellows Hall Sheringham exhibition and final celebration
- Visit to Parliamentary Archives, House of Commons Reception with Norman Lamb MP
- Contract with David Pullin ends
- Evaluation Research report completed

2018
Jan/March
- Change Minds archives and mental health conference
- Launch of Change Minds Good Practice Guide
- University of East Anglia i-Heritage team reviews Change Minds marketing and scaling up
- Project Board meeting, end of Coordinator employment and of main Change Minds programme
- Travelling display in North Norfolk libraries
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The Difference Made by Change Minds
Outcome

The difference made by Change Minds

Heritage
Better inter-



2 pop-up exhibitions at the Archive Centre, Norfolk Record Office showed

preted and

original documents from St Andrew’s Hospital archives, research and creative

explained

work by Change Minds members.


We curated a 3-day exhibition at The Forum. Change Minds: archives, art and
mental health. Exploring mental health in Norfolk 1879/2017.



A travelling exhibition of selected panels, a banner and associated leaflets
from The Forum exhibition has so far visited 4 libraries in North Norfolk, and
has been or is scheduled to appear at other public venues and professional
events.



An extensive project website www.changeminds.org.uk includes a regular

blog about sessions, and we have active twitter and Facebook accounts. The
website includes historical research, resources about the history of mental
health and asylums, links to other asylum heritage projects.


Exploring creative responses through writing and art was an act of re-imaging
people who are otherwise invisible to history, illuminating both the past and
present of mental health treatment.



Change Minds enabled people who are seldom heard at policy level to speak

to people in power about the issues that concerned them. Participants also
spoke on local radio and to local press. In this way interaction with the history
of Norfolk Lunatic Asylum enabled people to have a deeper connection with
their local history and community, and to increase their agency and influence
as mental health service users.
Better iden-



Two 19th Century case books were digitised, and made accessible through

tified and

surrogates, on memory sticks and online as PDFs. A superb volume of 19th

recorded

Century plans of Norfolk County Asylum was also digitised when it became
apparent that it was frequently called on for exhibitions and events.
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Five participants recorded oral histories connecting their own experience of
mental health treatment with that of the person they had encountered in the
case records. These have been accessioned into the Norfolk Record Office
collection. Clips are available online, on our website
www.changeminds.org.uk.



27 Change Minds participants connected with 16 people who had experienced
similar losses, crises and indeed recoveries. As a result we now know
something about the lives of Edward Thompson, Elizabeth Woods, Thomas
Henry Butler, Samuel Moore, Robert Watson, Matthew Greenwood, Honor
Chatton, Finette Woodrow, Flora Cooper, George Alderton, George Kellow,
George Noble, all of whom were patients at Norfolk County Asylum between
September 1881 and September 1884.

People
Develop

Learning new skills in archives and history was the most frequently cited positive

skills

experience gained by participants in evaluation (see Appendix…). The work was
seen as effortful and purposeful, as in this focus group quote:
“I’ve never been to an archive centre I haven’t seen half the stuff what they
do here all my life – so to me – it was brand new to me – but I’ve – for
some reason I’ve found it very easy to be able to [inaudible] – and it was
so easy – so of course when I went on to my own computer I could then
understand what I was looking for to a certain degree – on my computer –
ok some things I found hard when there was – when one of the sons
disappeared I’m wondering where he’s gone – you can’t find him – but
sometimes they’re not recorded all the time – and that is the trouble – in
that period they weren’t always recorded” (Female)
Archive research was a popular activity:
“the bookbinding was really good but I think the most important thing is to
get more time in the archives” (Male 1)
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Committed participants attended more than seven sessions devoted to archival
research and recording skills, including using the Search Room at Norfolk Record
Office, handling documents, researching archives using hard copy, microfiche,
digital and online resources, basic palaeography and transcribing, recording and
curating oral histories.

Some participants found new information that contributed to other people’s
research. After an article appeared in the Eastern Daily Press, a descendant of
Edward Thompson, one of our Case Record patients, contacted the project. Our
participant had new information about Edward Thompson’s admission to Norfolk
Lunatic Asylum, and his descendant clarified the details of his first and second
marriages.
Even within the group, people learned more about the history of their own family.
Elizabeth Woods, admitted with what we would now call post-partum psychosis,
was the great grandmother of another participant, where there was a family history
of post-natal depression.

Curatorial skills
In preparing for pop-up and our culminating exhibitions, participants learned about
managing exhibition microclimates, displaying documents, creating labels and
panel texts, designing display panels, packing and transporting 3d and 2d objects.

They gained experience of installation techniques, installation preparation and
planning, invigilation and security requirements, dismantling processes and
storage.
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Creative skills
Committed participants attended more than seven sessions on creative writing
and art. Skills gained ranged from basic reading and writing to discussions about
linguistics, the connection between thought and language, and between
experience and imagination. They gained an understanding of editing, revision
and layout, and of speaking text and poetry to reveal rhythm. In visual art, they
learned to make concertinaed books, how to combine different materials to
make a satisfactory object, when to stop and when to continue, how to
incorporate words with marks. People also gained experience in woodworking,
for example by making our exhibition’s Donation Box, and in making books in
our workshops with Senior Conservator Nick Sellwood.
Some people developed existing skills or contributed to other people’s learning
and to the project as a whole. One participant made cloth dolls, and encouraged
others to provide appliques for a shared quit. Another made a book and
handwrote her poetry within it. One person wrote a song which was sung and
recorded by other participants. One person made a 3D digital walkthrough of St
Andrews Hospital.

Communications skills
An unexpected benefit of Change Minds was that participants gained confidence

in talking about what mattered to them, managing their level of openness so that
it did not cross their personal boundaries. Communications may have been
about Change Minds, or about their treatment by the mental health services, or
about events in their own lives. In several instances, for example in speaking to
Norman Lamb MP, or to the Medical Director of Norfolk and Suffolk Foundation
Trust, or to the Head of Communities in Norfolk County Council, they were able
to speak to people in power.
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Some 10 participants, of whom a group of 5 repeated the activity several times,
led in total 8 public workshops. Participants spoke about Change Minds to
people who visited the project, at the House of Commons and at our Research
Seminar in November/December 2017, and at our Archives and Mental
Wellbeing conference in March 2018. People also helped draft press releases,
spoke to reporters from local newspapers and were interviewed on local radio.
There were opportunities for participants to blog on our website, to take
photographs, and to make films. They could also post tweets and Facebook
messages.
Learn about

Participants have shared their learning through exhibitions, publications and

heritage

public events. This has benefitted participants, as shown by this exchange
during a staff focus group, about a professional event where participants
delivered a Change Minds workshop:
“it was really good there was commissioners there yesterday [at a Mental
Health Conference] and actually one of the participants who normally
wouldn’t talk a lot I got [ ] talking to the lead commissioner – and [ ] was
having a good old rant about services and how great this [Change Minds]
was…” (Male)
“people spoke to a group in a difficult room and they would never have
done that at the start” (Male)

The process of learning about heritage has made a positive difference to people
taking part in Change Minds, including participants, volunteers, staff and carers.
Some people are taking steps to pursue new or reawakened interests in heritage
and research and are prioritising it despite scarce resources. Here is an
exchange from Cohort 2 focus group:
“I personally actually paid to go on er ‘My Past’” (Female 1)
“oh ok yeah” (Male 1)

“and I’ve got a year for a couple of – can’t remember - wasn’t a great
deal, and that’s where I actually done most of my research” (Female 1)
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“but you paid for that out of your own” (Female 2)
“I paid that out of my own money” (Female 1)
“yeah you see I couldn’t, not able to” (Female 2)
“it hit me! money wise – cos we’re very tight with money and everything
but because I knew I’d never be able to get up here again and do

anything - I want to learn more - and that actually helped me” (Female 1)
There was a sense of new discovery and growing knowledge:
“…this is all completely new to me – I didn’t even know there were
archives – well I knew obviously there were archives but not – not that
you could access them” (Female 1)
“yeah” (Male 1)
“I thought that it was all private” (Female 1)
“yeah me too” (Male 1)
“an interest…” (Male)
Change
attitudes
and
behaviour

We believed that people’s behaviours would change as a result of attending
Change Minds, in that they would connect more with other people, and with
other heritage and cultural activities.
In terms of connecting with each other, and increasing confidence, Change
Minds made a positive difference to people. A staff focus group commented that
over time the group developed a strong sense of belongingness and friendship:
“they’ve made friends, they’ve made I mean you know friendships that
they would never have made otherwise – you can see it in their body
language and the way they’re talking and they’re happy to come
here” (Male)
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Taking part in Change Minds improved confidence:
“I found a big change from when I first started – I was in a bad place
anyway when they first introduced Change Minds and ‘would you like to
go to this’ and it’s really helped me – these sort of Thursdays have erm…
– I don’t know what I was going to say… – apart from they’ve helped –
yeah – again, it’s the confidence it’s the purpose it’s something to do –
especially the socializing and I’ve found you guys, erm… yeah” (Female)
The connection between mental health and history was enjoyable and
meaningful for participants, as seen in this discussion about seeing the Lorena
Bulwer sampler at Norfolk Shirt Hall Study Centre:
“…I’ve really enjoyed the research and we’ve talked about how there
could have been more of that -erm but I’ve also enjoyed seeing – some of
the trips that we’ve been on – like the embroidery erm at - the library –
because we don’t – I really enjoyed that – that was good - and again
there’s the link – erm back to the mental health, that lady whose name I
always forget…” (Female 1)
“the one who wrote the letter?” (Female 2)
“yeah the embroidered letter- have you seen?” (Female 1)
In terms of connection with heritage and cultural activities, overall use more than
doubled during involvement with the programme, suggesting that people’s
horizons expanded through their participation in Change Minds.
We had planned to run 15 sessions for each cohort, and a further 5 for both
cohorts together in the final exhibition phase of the project, making a total of 20
sessions available to each participant. In the event there were 18 cohort 1
sessions, 19 cohort 2 sessions and 19 final phase sessions, making a total of
37/38 sessions available per participant.
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We expected that committed participants, i.e. people who attended more than
half of the available sessions, would attend at least 15 sessions. In our terms
that meant 13 people. In fact 10 people attended at least 15 sessions, so below
expectations. However of those 10 people, 7 attended between 24 and 34
sessions, an exceptional level of commitment that far exceeded our
expectations.

6 participants from Cohort 1 continued to meet while Cohort 2 was underway,
but as a successor group of rather than as volunteers in Cohort 2.
Have an

Equating enjoyment with improved mental health, we used Short Warwick

enjoyable

Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale to track participant wellbeing.

experience

Numbers were small, as 13 people completed baseline and end of project
questionnaires. Results showed a slight but not significant increase in positive
wellbeing.
Responses were measured on a 5-point forced choice scale labelled at each
interval as follows: ‘1 none of the time’, ‘2 rarely’, ‘3 some of the time’, ‘4 often’,
‘5 all of the time’ with higher scores indicated how they had been feeling in the
previous two weeks for each of the following items.


I’ve been feeling optimistic about the future



I’ve been feeling useful



I’ve been feeling relaxed



I’ve been dealing with problems well



I’ve been thinking clearly



I’ve been feeling close to other people



I’ve been able to make up my own mind about things

When matched baseline and post project data was examined, it showed a slight
increase in the extent to which positive feelings of wellbeing were being
experienced on average but experience was still within the boundary of ‘some of
the time – often’ at time 3 and ‘some of the time – often’ at time 4.
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Participants were also asked to estimate whether their use of health services
had increased or decreased since the start of Change Minds. Results showed a
slight overall decrease in self-reported use of mental health inpatient services,
hospital accident and emergency services, and psychiatric nursing.
In focus groups, participants expressed self-awareness of positive development,
and described how this had grown and been fostered over the course of Change
Minds.
They had a sense of recognizing and overcoming challenges in relation to
producing materials, as the following exchange shows:
“I wanted to do a rubbing but I couldn’t find the grave in the
end…” (Female 1)
“yeah that was a good idea – she was gonna do a grave rubbing” (Male 1)
“…so that’s why I couldn’t do the art work cos I had to go to the
graveyard,” (Female 1)
“I remember that” (Male 2)
“and that’s why I didn’t do the art work because I was waiting for a nice
day so that I could go over and do it but then – well I couldn’t find the
grave – well it’s in part of the churchyard where it’s just all worn away you
can’t read anything which is disappointing, so obviously I then had to find

another way – I had to come up with another idea for piece of art – and er
and they’re going ‘oooh we need your art we need your art we need your
art’ – ahhh!”
This was also recognized by staff, who felt that participants had enjoyed Change
Minds and noticeably grown in confidence over the course of the programme.
This confidence seemed to extend across a range of domains, including
historical and creative areas, as well as interpersonal and group-based activities.
It was recognized that, across both Cohorts, groups had bonded well together;
this was highlighted as a very positive thing with participants expressing a lot of
humour together and supporting each other including with practical issues.
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Volunteer
time

Three people joined the project as volunteers.
Elizabeth Figura Drane volunteered for a total of 20 sessions, Maggie Simmons
for 19 sessions and Natasha Winton for 18 sessions.
Together Peer Support Worker Paul Free attended on 37 occasions, every
session, and a carer attended 8 sessions. Four Together Support Workers could

be said to be regular attendees, coming to more than 10 sessions overall.
2 Cohort 1 members are currently volunteering on our next Change Minds
project, Change Minds Norwich, and two different people are members of the
continuing Change Minds project board. Participants have taken up alternative
volunteering opportunities such as running gardening groups, joining walking
and creative art groups. Two people have attended the Norfolk and Suffolk
Foundation Trust recovery college, and one is now an NSFT peer support
worker.
One participant has been volunteering for the Restoration Trust as a digital
adviser and is helping us with a Game App that we are developing with
FutureCodersSE.
However in responses to a research question asking about engagement in
volunteering activities, participants showed no overall change in either
volunteering intentions or volunteering behaviours associated with taking part in

Change Minds.
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Communities
More people and

No participants in Change Minds had ever visited Norfolk Record Office

a wider range

before the project began, and a noticeable research finding was the

engage with

pleasure and hope that people felt in becoming familiar with the

heritage

professional environment and staff there.
Participants are excluded from local community assets and indeed from
their local community as a whole. Change Minds had a social justice and
inclusion agenda which was pursued through visits to local museums,
libraries, arts centres and the Parliamentary Archives. Inclusion lay behind
the exceptional access afforded to collections and professionals from all
these organisations. It was embedded in one-to-one next steps interviews
and opportunities suggested to participants at the end of the project.
Numerically, participation can be seen in the chart below.
In total 27 people from North Norfolk with mental health problems and on
low income enrolled on the programme, fewer than our target figure of 32.
Cohort 1 had 14 enrolled participants. In the first phase of their
participation, i.e. from October 2015 to June 2016, 4 people attended 2 or
less sessions, so can barely be said to have been involved. 2 people
attended between 5 and 9 sessions. 8 people attended between 11 and 17
sessions, and one person attended every session. This was in line with our
expectations in terms of participant numbers but exceeded expectations in
terms of numbers of sessions attended.
Cohort 2 had 13 enrolled participants. In the first phase of their
participation, i.e. from September 2016 to June 2017, once again 4 people
attended 2 or less sessions. 4 people attended between 3 and nine
sessions. 5 people attached between 11 and 19 sessions. Numbers of
highly committed participants were below our expectations of 8 per cohort,
but attendance was very high, and again one person attended every
session.
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The final project phase, extended so that it ran from July 2017 to March
2018, meant that members of both cohorts came together as a single
group. 11 people maintained contact with the project once their first phase
of sessions was over and in all 19 sessions were held. 2 people came twice
or less, and one person attended 4 times. However 8 people attended 7 or
more sessions, two people came 15 times and one person 19 times.
Participation exceeded expectations in terms of the number of sessions and
the number of people who attended a high proportion of those sessions.
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The local
community is a
better place

Visitors to exhibitions in Norwich and North Norfolk gained insight into living
with mental health conditions in the past and present. We estimate that 2
pop-up exhibitions at Norfolk Record Office were seen by 1,500 people.
Our exhibition at Norwich’s The Forum had some 1000 specific visitors and
was accessible to some 15,000 people. Touring displays at local libraries
and in the Rethink Art of the Mind exhibition at The Forum have been

accessible to some 1,500 people. In total around 19,000 people have seen
our exhibitions.
Our digital engagement analysis shows that since June 2015 our website
has had 73,000 hits, or which 36,000 are unique visits. Our Facebook
account has had 139 likes, and Twitter has 293 followers.
We know from anecdotal feedback that Change Minds is recognised by
heritage, mental health and social care professionals in Norfolk, paving the

way for increased use of asylum records for mental health and social
inclusion projects in the county and beyond.
Our research evaluation contract with University of East Anglia, with input
from Norfolk and Suffolk Foundation Trust, connected us with two
significant local institutions. The i-heritage programme confirmed our
relationship with the University of East Anglia, and we continue to work with
Norfolk and Suffolk Foundation Trust as we develop proposals for our next

steps projects.
This level of local engagement all goes towards the important greater goal
of reducing stigma around mental health, and of making communities more
inclusive.
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Next Steps and Legacy
Change Minds was intended to be a pilot so we always had the project’s legacy in mind and began
incorporating associated projects at an early stage.

Change Minds Cromer
Change Minds Cromer was a 10-session programme based in Cromer Library as a self-funded
partnership between the Restoration Trust, Norfolk Record Office, Norfolk Library and Information

Service and Norfolk Community Learning. It ran from June to November 2016. It used the research,
creative writing and oral history elements of the major programme but did not include an exhibition
or publication. People paid a fee equivalent to joining a Further Education class to attend, £165.
Three of the six participants qualified for discounted fees. We had six participants, so below the level
we had hoped for, probably because it was not clear whether this was a history course about mental
health or a mental health course about history. Overall feedback was good, but we learnt that it
would be difficult to make Change Minds generate enough income from fee-paying participants to
make it financially sustainable.

Change Minds Norwich
Change Minds Norwich is a partnership between the Restoration Trust, Norfolk Record Office,
Together for Mental Wellbeing and Norfolk Library and Information Service. This 15-session
programme is for people with complex mental health needs who live in Norwich and are clients of
the new Norfolk Integrated Health and Community Support Service led by Together. The 15-session
programme which is based on the core Change Minds programme, is based at Norfolk Heritage

Centre at The Forum, and is delivered largely by our current Coordinator supported by Archive
Assistants and Librarians. Funded by Norwich Charitable Trusts with considerable contributions in
kind by the partners, this course includes basic mental health outcomes research, but is also
intended to test whether Change Minds can be delivered at a reduced cost. The total cash budget is
£10,603, and participants are asked to contribute £1.50 per session for refreshments. Change Minds
Norwich is proving popular and successful. 13 committed participants have so far attended 5
sessions at Norfolk Heritage Centre and Norfolk Record Office.
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NORAH Workshops
The ending of Change Minds felt as a major loss for some people, so we developed a programme of
three day-long workshops at Norfolk Record Office for Change Minds participants, including those
on Change Minds Norwich. We successfully obtained funding for these from the Norfolk Archives
and Heritage Development Foundation (NORAH), and the workshops have been scheduled for
September 2018, December 2018 and March 2019.
This year we will be running our Heritage Open Day Change Minds workshop in Kings Lynn on
September 16th, as we hope to develop a project in West Norfolk for 2019/20.

i-Heritage Team
From January to March 2018 we worked with the University of East Anglia i-teams initiative to review
the future marketability of a Change Minds template. An i-heritage team of six post graduate
students mentored by a local businessman and UEA enterprise staff, were asked to consider where
a Change Minds template and associated consultancy services could be marketed to archives and
mental health services in other counties, in order a) to spread good practice and b) make money for
the partners to run more projects. We felt that this was a viable proposition because:


Our research shows that Change Minds helps participants’ health and wellbeing.



Interest in using archives for mental health and wellbeing, as well as in asylum archives, is
growing in the UK, and internationally.



Record Offices must increasingly demonstrate their social value and impact to their funders and
stakeholders, including their contribution to the health and wellbeing of residents.



Archives are a statutory service, 19th C Asylum records exist in most County Record Office, and
county councils must provide mental health services to their most vulnerable residents by
commissioned contracts with providers such as Together.

In their final response, the group of 6 post graduate students recommended that we should create a
shorter version and a digital version of Change Minds, to engage more people over less time. We
should also look to rolling out in larger cities to reduce costs.
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Scaling Up Change Minds
As a result of our conference in March 2018, we are currently developing a proposal to scale up
Change Minds in a national programme. To date twenty-three record offices in England, Wales and
Scotland have made expressions of interest in delivering Change Minds programmes using their
own mental health records as a way to engage local people who are marginalised by poor mental
health and other complex needs.
The strong local partnerships created by our work in Norfolk have led us to think about how we plan
to embed Change Minds further in local services. We hope to test new models of engaging local
disadvantaged communities with sensitive records, perhaps taking up the i-heritage teams
suggestion of shorter programmes for more people, and perhaps creating a digital version for people
who cannot travel.

Ongoing Bids
We continue to propose Change Minds as a social prescription, and await the outcome of a bid by
Norfolk County Council for funding from the Department of Work and Pensions to provide integrated
health and employment services for people who have a health-related barrier to work. As second tier
providers we would offer 15-session Change Minds programmes county wide to people who are
referred via first tier providers.

Above: Change Minds members taking part in further research at Norfolk Record Office.
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Review
Summary of What Worked and What Did Not Work
Change Minds has amply met all the Restoration Trust’s criteria for success, which are informed by
and embodied in the project.
Participants have problems with their mental health. Change Minds participants had
complex mental health needs.
Participants are included in management. Three participants became members of the
Change Minds Project Board.
Partnership with heritage and health organisations. The partnership between the Restoration
Trust (RT), Norfolk Record Office (NRO) and Together for Mental Wellbeing was confirmed in
a signed partnership agreement which stated that the partners will deliver the project
according to our application to Heritage Lottery Fund. All partners are members of the Project
Board. Contributing organisations, including Norfolk Library and Information Service (latterly a
partner), Norfolk and Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust (NSFT) and the University of East Anglia
(UEA) are represented on the Project Board.
Groupwork is the core. All sessions were group sessions and informed by relevant theory
and practice. They were based on the view that lasting change can occur within a carefully
conducted group.
Safe framework and practice. The partners’ policies and practices meet the required

standards, and due diligence was applied when forming the partnership. Staff and volunteers
worked to relevant professional standards and, if it was required for their role, had external
validation of their suitability to work with vulnerable people by showing evidence that they
have Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate (DBS).
Proper measurement of impact and outcomes. Research by UEA and NSFT. Ethical
approval by UEA Ethics Committee. Participants were recruited as Together clients rather
than NHS patients so research did not need NHS ethics approval. A Research Group
oversaw the research programme. It consisted of researchers, NSFT Inspire Service User
Research Panel members, the Project Manager and the Coordinator.
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Sustained and regular involvement. Fifteen fortnightly sessions, scheduled over a year.
Ongoing involvement for Year 1 participants in monthly meetings during Year 2. Three
workshop sessions after the project ends.
Privileged access to real cultural assets and expertise. Norfolk Record Office exclusive use
of the Green Room for sessions, behind the scenes tour, viewing original records, exhibition
in Long Gallery, involvement of County Archivist, Senior Conservator, Sound Archivist and

other NRO staff. Museum and archive visits included private meetings with curators and
archivists, and close encounters with selected objects and documents.
Encouragement to be creative. Creative writing and art workshops in Term Two and Term
Seven explored questions of identity raised by Term One research. They were led by a
professional writer and artist.
Learning for staff and volunteers. Health learning: Mental Health First Aid, Good Clinical
Practice. Archives learning: Safe document handling training with the Senior Conservator,
basic research skills in the Search Room, Oral History training. Research learning: Staff and
volunteer annual reflective practice focus group. Good practice learning: Project Manager
supervision by a Group Analyst, Coordinator supervision by the Project Manager.
Professional learning: Staff and volunteers attend relevant professional meetings.
Progression for participants. One to one interviews with a Community Librarian about what
people might like to move on to, with written follow-ups for each interviewee. Volunteering
and participation opportunities offered by all partners.

Above: Artwork by a member of Change Minds.
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Left: Participant and project board member Luke Money with the poster for Cohort 2’s exhibition in the Norfolk Record Office Long Gallery. Right: A Change Minds participant receiving her certificate for completing the project from Baron Michael Chenery.

Above: Participant and project board member Georgina Brabender speaking
at Change Minds’ reception at Portcullis House.
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Change Minds has also delivered on the New Economic Foundations Five Ways to Wellbeing, which
were referenced in our original application.
Connect



People connected with individuals in the past and present. They made
friends, reducing life-threatening isolation and strengthening resilience.



Change Minds included very excluded people in Norfolk's heritage and
creative community.

Keep Learning 

People acquired transferable skills and a certificate and references for
employers. They contributed to the historic record, affirming personal worth
and overcoming negative attitudes to education.



Whilst not hiding the truth, vulnerable participants researched cases of
people who showed evidence of recovery and were suitable for tracing
subsequent life stories.

Be Active



People got out fortnightly, travelling to Norfolk Record Office, libraries,

Norwich Castle Study Centre, Belfry Arts Centre, Oddfellows Hall,
Gressenhall Farm and Workhouse.


Visits, exhibitions and public events are daunting prospects. Properly
supported, people achieved things they never thought possible.

Take Notice



Research and creativity unlocked curiosity, concentration and imagination
in a demanding but safe way.



Change Minds' attentive intellectual, social, wellbeing and environmental

experience, its reliable routine and time keeping gave people the security
to risk trying new things.
Give



Change Minds was explicitly person-centred, so participants are on the
Project Board, led public events and were involved in most aspects of the
project.



Celebrations, exhibitions, digital outputs, oral histories and our book were
gifts to families, friends, the community - and the future.
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What Worked Less Well
Resources We needed to allow more time and money for project management and digital
engagement.
Participant recruitment and engagement We had too few people in Cohort 2, for a variety
of reasons largely beyond our control. Norfolk County Council cut Together’s services to people

who had less complex needs, so the pool of eligible participants was reduced and pressure on
staff time increased. Staff were thus less able to commit to supporting people to attend sessions.
Transport Norfolk is a large, rural county with poor public transport, and North Norfolk is
particularly badly served. This meant that our transport costs were high, and perhaps also
contributed to low participant engagement in Cohort 2, when support workers were less available
to bring people to sessions. At times we had trouble parking at Norfolk Record Office, and this
caused some stress to participants, but in time this became less of a problem.
Sessions plans Participants in Cohort 1 felt that there was too much time spent on oral
history and not enough on research. We were able to shift the balance for Cohort 2 as a result.
Managing boundaries As services retreated due to cuts, participants were more inclined to
turn to Change Minds staff and volunteers for help with pressing problems related to their
relationships, health, finances and housing. In some case people were discharged by services
despite the presumption that they could continue to be supported by Together while they were
involved in Change Minds. We were not clear enough at the outset that Change Minds could not

offer people this kind of support, and that we needed to have a named person to whom we could
pass on any concerns about a participant’s wellbeing. We have changed our enrolment
procedures for Change Minds Norwich to be more explicit about where our responsibilities lie,
and how we will proceed if problems arise.
Ending the programme We learned from Cohort 1 feedback that the ending of the
programme was experienced as a considerable loss, as it was rather abrupt. We had not warned
people sufficiently about how it might feel, and we should have arranged a series of tapered

sessions. As a result we supported Cohort 1 participants to continue meeting monthly during
2016/2017, and we obtained funding to run three day long workshops for Change Minds
participants in 2018/2019.
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Conclusion
Overall Change Minds’ has been a highly successful project, with benefits for participants,
partners and the local community that went beyond our expectations. It confirmed our original
supposition that mental health records and the record offices that hold them have potential to
support the recovery of people with complex mental health needs. The enthusiasm with which
Change Minds was received by both archives and health professionals shows that imaginative
use of heritage assets like the records of patients admitted to Norfolk Lunatic Asylum can make
a profound difference to individuals, and we hope also to mental health and heritage policy and
practice at local and national levels.
We are very grateful to all our partners, staff, volunteers, researchers, board members, local
media, our patron Norman Lamb MP, and those who visited Change Minds exhibitions and open
days.
We thank the Heritage Lottery Fund for their grant, which enabled the project to take place.
Our foremost thanks go to all the participants in Change Minds, who through their courage and
commitment turned the idea of an archival adventure in mental health into a powerful experience
for everyone involved.

Above: Quilt made by a member of Change Minds with the embroidered logos of project partners
and supporters.
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